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As much as we love a good cashmere and a cup  

of cocoa by the fire, there is nothing like the promise  

of warm weather fashion and beauty. Spring and 

Summer are when we tuck away the thermals and  

the goose-down with a sigh of relief, open all the 

windows, and start to show some skin!   

in this spirit of liberation, we are excited to share  

three new looks for nails that capture the essence  

of Spring/Summer 2013. our three inspirations:  

pastels inspired by refreshing sherbets and delicate 

icings, alluring aquatic themes that would tempt any 

mermaid, and the slightly smoky, spicy appeal of a 

world-tour caravan.   

our Spring and Summer nails are all based upon  

the durable glamour of our latest breakthrough 

viNYLUX Weekly Polish and proven Power Polish— 

CND Shellac. The CND team has now pushed our 

proprietary technology to new heights, creating nails 

which capture the freedom of the new season both in 

terms of fashion and technical endurance. These are 

beautiful, whimsical nails that are built to last—even if 

you wipe out on your surfboard or burn the burgers  

on the barbie, your fingers and toes will be perfect.   

enjoy the longer days and balmy nights to come,  

and enjoy your most elegant hands and feet!

SWEET DREAMS  

SUMMER SPLASH 

 

EXOTIC ESCAPADE

STEP-BY-STEPS



Fashion’s got a sweet tooth this season with a sophisticated sense  
of silhouette. Fresh this Spring: the swing coat and oversized crop top 
in icy pales and acidic citrus-brights. Sheer-with-opaque is the other 

key message for Spring/Summer 2013. gossamer chiffons and refined 
netting inserts add femininity—not to mention ventilation—for sultry days 

ahead, including a remix of the classic bandage dress. 

Limeadegrapefruit Sparkle Lilac LongingAzure WishCake Pop
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even though we’ll never surrender our LBD, the new Spring 
and Summer nail, created with a delectation of CND Shellac 

shades, feels fresh with white, ivory and petal-tones. The 
narrow almond nail with a glaze of pink puns on the dainty 
treats and sparkling pastel grass of an easter basket, while 
a peacock-stroke of tangy lime and azure toasts tropical 

cocktails melted by mercury rising.
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But don’t be fooled. CND’s unique technology creates a nail 
that’s tough and resilient beneath the confectionary. Spring and 
Summer call our active, sporty side out to play, so nails don crisp 

stripes and post-modern patterns which reference vintage  
day-dresses and formica kitchen tabletops.

All images: rachel Antonoff
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Bathing beauties have always exerted a dangerous appeal, even if you’re 
a good swimmer.  Swimwear-inspired fashion, complete with strapless 

necklines, watery dip-dyes and shimmery pearls, flashes back to the chic 
cloches and skirted bathing costumes of the 1920s and 1930s, and the 

glamorous divers of Busby Berkeley movie spectaculars. Just add water.

Spectrum ShimmerLemon Sunshine Cerulean BlueBright red

SummerSplash
Lobster roll Water Park grape gumPink Bikini
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Wave-patterns and the rippling  
sparkle of light on moving water  

inspire tides of blue-hued and metallic 
 nails that are lustrous with a tan.  

Bold primaries, including lobster-red 
 and chrome yellow, energize the 

 palette with CND Shellac and Additives. 
  New for this season: the use of 

 glitter-washes on the nail. An angled 
 sweep of metallic flash trailing across the  
tip signals surf in motion, and the wake 

 of bubbles left by a speedboat.

The Blonds

The Blonds

Joy Cioci

Joy Cioci
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Diego Binetti monique Lhuillier
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Fashion finds its most mysterious Spring and Summer muse in the earth-palette of 
the Sahara and ancient mesoAmerica. Sensuous leathers, geometric border-patterns, 

layered, mixed prints, jeweled inlays and burnished textures express the season’s  
global-trekker feel and world-beat.

Azure WishSvelte Suede Lobster roll Black Pool

exotic

escapade
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This trend proves that there is simply no resisting  
the deep, dark nail, no matter what the thermometer says.  
The barely-tamed feel of these fashions also resonates to  
cocoa-colored and primary red and blue nail treatments.
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step-by-stepssPrInG | suMMer

Supplies Needed:
VINYLUX colors: Black Pool, Studio White,

Serene Green, Pink Bikini
CND Additives: Periwinkle, Twinkle Glitter

CND ProSeries Gel Flat
Oval Brush

Vinylux Weekly Top Coat
Plastic mixing

tray/measuring scoop

galactic manicure
Supplies Needed:
CND Shellac Base Coat
CND Shellac Colors: Azure Wish, Cream Puff,
Cake Pop, Lilac Longing
CND Shellac Top Coat
CND ProSeries Gel Flat Oval Brush
Round sponge eye shadow applicator

soft clouds

Step 1: 
Apply a thin layer of CND 
Shellac Base Coat and cure 
for 10 seconds. Apply two thin 
layers of CND Shellac Azure 
Wish. Cure each layer for  
two minutes. 

Step 2: 
Using the eye shadow 
applicator dab on “cloud” 
pattern with CND Shellac 
Cream Puff and cure for  
two minutes.

Step 3: 
repeat with CND Shellac  
Cake Pop, followed by Lilac 
Longing and another layer  
of Cream Puff, curing each 
layer for two minutes.

Step 4: 
Apply a thin layer of  
CND Shellac Top Coat and  
cure for two minutes. Wipe 
with 99% iPA to remove  
top film.

Supplies Needed:
VINYLUX colors: Romantique,  

Black Pool, Limeade, Water Park
Vinylux Weekly Top Coat

Striping Brush

peacock

Step 1: 
Apply two thin layers 
of viNYLUX romantique 
to the entire nail.

Step 2: 
While romantique is 
still wet, apply a drop of 
viNYLUX Black Pool to the 
top of the nail.

Step 3: 
Apply a drop of viNYLUX 
Limeade over the Black Pool. 
Apply a drop of viNYLUX  
Water Park over the Limeade. 
Apply a small drop of Black 
Pool over the Limeade.

Step 4: 
While the viNYLUX is still wet, 
drag a striping brush through 
the polish drops, from cuticle 
to extension edge, to create 
the feather pattern. Allow 
to dry. Apply a thin layer of 
viNYLUX Weekly Top Coat.

Step 1: 
Apply two thin layers of 
viNYLUX Black Pool to the 
entire nail.

Step 2: 
in a plastic mixing tray mix  
5 drops of viNYLUX Studio 
White with 5 drops of 
viNYLUX Serene green and 
blend to create mint green.
Lightly sponge the green.

Step 3: 
Sponge on a very small 
amount of viNYLUX Pink  
Bikini over the mint green.  
Dip the tip of a stylus in  
Studio White and apply a  
few random white dots.

Step 4: 
Dip gel Flat oval Brush, 
moistened with iPA, into 
Additives Periwinkle Twinkle 
and tap over the pattern.  
Apply Black Pool to all four 
corners of the nail, creating 
the diamond pattern. Apply 
viNYLUX Weekly Top Coat.

Supplies Needed:
CND Shellac Base Coat
CND Shellac Colors: Cream Puff
CND Shellac Top Coat
CND Additives: Lemon, Sunshine Glitter,
Hot Pink Glitter, Raspberry, Periwinkle,
Twinkle Glitter, Sea Glass Glitter
CND ProSeries Gel Flat Oval Brush

ombre fade

Step 1: 
Apply a thin layer of CND 
Shellac Base Coat and cure  
for 10 seconds. Apply two  
thin layers of CND Shellac 
Cream Puff.

Step 2: 
Dip the tip of the gel Flat  
oval Brush, lightly moistened 
with iPA, into Additives  
Lemon Sunshine and burnish 
into 1/4 of the nail, starting  
at the cuticle.

Step 3: 
repeat with Additives Hot 
Pink, raspberry Sizzle, 
PeriwinkleTwinkle and finish 
with Additives Sea glass at  
the tip to create the ombre 
fade.

Step 4: 
Apply a thin layer of  
CND Shellac Top Coat and  
cure for two minutes. Wipe 
with 99% iPA to remove  
top film.
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